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Kim Dallefeld Joins New View Strategies; Company Doubles in Size Since Summer 

[Milwaukee, WI, December 18, 2019] To meet accelerating requests for actionable training on Microsoft 

Dynamics 365 Business Central and Dynamics NAV, and an increasing number of specialty consulting 

projects, New View Strategies is pleased to announce that Kim Dallefeld of Dallefeld Consulting has 

joined the team. With this addition, New View Strategies has doubled in size in the past 5 months. 

“The entire team is excited to begin working with Kim Dallefeld” shared Kerry (Rosvold) Peters, New 

View Strategies CEO.  “Having worked with Kim informally for years through the NAV User Group, I have 

witnessed her capabilities as a quiet powerhouse again and again. She has the unique ability to observe 

and diagnose a problem and enact solutions that draw on her experience not only as a trainer and 

consultant, but as an end user, where she has seen real-world needs and solutions. Bringing her talents 

to the team at a critical time when we are rapidly growing allows us to serve even more of our 

customers with someone who has been there and done that.” 

With Kim’s varied background, she will lead in-person, online, and custom training on warehousing, 

supply chain, and sales and service topics.  Kim will also support New View Strategies’ existing team on 

process improvement and advisory projects, as well as lead the development of a continuous 

improvement program to drive ongoing learning for New View’s clients.   

Kim is now the fourth NAVUG All-Star to work at New View Strategies, representing 25% of awardees, 

along with Kerry (Rosvold) Peters, Amanda Mayer, and 2019 Awardee Kim Congleton. Kim has worked 

with Microsoft Dynamics NAV since version 1.0, and has worked to apply the software to all business 

functions as both a user and a partner. She is long-standing leader in the community, a former chair of 

NAVUG, co-leader of the Dallas and Austin local user groups, and a repeat speaker at multiple User 

Group Focus and Summit conferences.   

With Kim’s relentless pursuit to solve business problems with the “out of the box” functionality of D365 

Business Central / Dynamics NAV, she said working with New View Strategies is a natural fit: “I am 

tremendously happy to work with the amazing team at New View Strategies. We share a deep passion 

for driving a better return on investment for Business Central / NAV customers, and for giving back to 

the community.”  

Ever mindful of dedicated client service, Kim will continue to support her existing clients and lead her 

long-time NAV consultancy practice, Dallefeld Consulting, a member of Dynamics Consulting Group. 

About New View Strategies 

New View Strategies is the go-to source for actionable training and process efficiency in Microsoft 

Dynamics NAV and Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central (BC). They provide extensive training and 

consulting services for NAV and BC – directly to customers and partners, and indirectly to customers on 

behalf of their partners. NVS believes that every company can benefit from increased efficiency and 



higher utilization of their ERP software and that it’s possible to have fun while learning exactly how to 

do that. Visit www.NewViewStrategies.com for more information.  
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